more style.
more function.
more radiant.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the radiant® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your fingertips. Go more radiant.
**TAMPER-RESISTANT OUTLET | 885TRW**
It’s safety first with a patented shutter system designed to prevent insertion of foreign objects. This outlet meets NEC™ tamper-resistant requirements.

**SELF-TEST GFCI OUTLET | 1597TRW**
The utmost in protection, this new GFCI unit tests itself every three seconds to exceed the very latest industry standards for GFCI safety.

**SINGLE POLE/3-WAY SWITCH/TAMPER-RESISTANT OUTLET COMBINATION | RCD38TRW**
Fit two devices neatly into the footprint of one with this combination single pole/3-way switch and tamper-resistant outlet.

**USB CHARGER WITH TAMPER-RESISTANT OUTLET | TM826USBWCC6**
Standard power meets modern convenience with this clever integration of two USB charging outlets, which provide 3.1 amps of combined charging power right alongside standard outlets.

**FOUR-BUTTON PRESET TIMER | RT2W**
Control is at your fingertips with four push-button time delays for turning off lights or bathroom fans precisely when desired. A great energy-saving addition to any home.

**SINGLE POLE COMBINATION SWITCH | RCD11W**
The clean look of radiant hits home in this handsome combination switch. Two single pole switches tuck neatly into a single wall plate, delivering convenience without the clutter.
TRU-UNIVERSAL DIMMER | RH703PTUW
The simplest solution to every dimming need, this dimmer self-calibrates to work with all dimmable lighting types and loads (except 0-10V). White LED enables easy location in the dark.

TRU-UNIVERSAL RF DIMMER | LC2101-WH
This radio-frequency wireless dimmer works with the LC7001 to automate lighting control throughout the home and accommodates all lighting types and loads.

MULTI-LOCATION MASTER DIMMER | HCL453PMMW
This CFL/LED multi-location dimmer allows dimming from multiple locations.

MORE OPTIONS. radiant layers on the style with these tasteful color and metallic finish options to coordinate with any decor. radiant wall plates are available in up to six-gang options. the featured product above is the radiant PADDLE SWITCH, whose clean lines and screwless wall plate set the standard for the entire collection. Part #TM870WCC10 (white finish).
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MULTI-ROOM AUDIO KEYPAD | 407010-WH
Play music from digital libraries, streaming services and analog devices using the on-wall digital audio keypad. A whole-house audio system can comprise as many as 16 keypads.

BROADCAST INTERCOM ROOM STATION | IC7000-WH
Enjoy two-way communication among 16 areas of your home with the whole-house broadcast intercom. Also monitor individual rooms or respond to visitors at the front door.

OCCUPANCY/VACANCY SENSOR | RRW600UTC
Conveniently turns lights off with an adjustable time delay ranging from 30 seconds to 30 minutes. Easily replaces a standard single pole switch.

FULL LED NIGHT LIGHT | NTLFULLWCC6
Energy-efficient soft-glow LED features five adjustable brightness levels and optional louver (shown in center image) for greater control.

NIGHT LIGHT WITH TAMPER-RESISTANT OUTLET | NTL885TRWCC6
This seamlessly integrated night light features five adjustable brightness levels, an optional louver for greater light control and a hidden sensor that turns light on in the dark, off in daylight.
INTUITY WHOLE-HOUSE AUTOMATION
The highlight of the radiant collection is its seamless integration with the Intuity Home Automation system. The Intuity app gives you ultimate control via smartphone, tablet, or optional home-installed iPad® Mini. Complete lighting, audio, temperature, security, and communication control is just a touch away.

LEGRAND — A TRUSTED LEADER IN POWER AND LIGHTING
Legrand has been innovating brilliant solutions for over 100 years. As a global leader in creating inspired designs, Legrand improves the delivery and control of power, light and data. We transform spaces where people live and work. The radiant collection by Legrand—it’s designed to be better.